
RESULTS
 ● Across 172 genes in a 176-condition ECS, the average probability of a patient’s sample having 
a variant call due to sequencer error is ~1 in 220, yet >94% of these calls typically would not be 
reported.

 ● ~4% of sequencer errors are expected to yield a premature termination codon (PTC), and only 
~1.4% spuriously create a non-PTC pathogenic variant.

 ● The analytical PPV for a large ECS panel remains >99.95%, even as more rare conditions are added.
 ● The analytical PPV for a tested couple is expected to be >99.83%.
 ● For HCS, nearly any possible sequencing error might be reported as a VUS. 

 – Because the sequencing error rate is relatively low, the analytical PPV of a panel with >30 
hereditary cancer genes remains >99.87%. 

 – It is expected to drop faster, compared with ECS, as more genomic territory is added.
 ● For NIPS, the analytical PPV of a screen drops significantly as more rare aneuploidies are analyzed if 
the statistical thresholds (e.g., Z-score) are not adjusted.

 – Adjusting thresholds to recover specificity at the marginal expense of sensitivity can maintain 
high analytical PPV (>90%), even when analyzing all autosomes for aneuploidies.

METHODS
 ● For ECS and HCS, we modeled reduction in analytical PPV 
from sequencing errors that result in variant calls for:

 – Known reportable variants
 – Novel stop codon variants that are subject to nonsense-

mediated decay (likely to be interpreted as pathogenic)
 – VUSs in HCS (assumed not reported in ECS)

 ● HCS and ECS sequencing error was measured from results of 
>1,000 sequencing runs of the NA12878 cell line. 

 – Ascertained separately for the regions determined “hard-to-
sequence” by the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health

 ● For NIPS, analytical PPV was estimated based on statistics of 
the normal distribution.

CONCLUSIONS
 ● Due to its unique manner of screening (i.e., testing of partners and not reporting VUSs), the 
analytical PPV of carrier screening remains high even with many rare conditions tested.

 ● This PPV maintenance enables the expansion of ECS panels, helping to maximize detection of 
reproductive couples at risk for severe Mendelian conditions.

 ● The downward pressure of panel size on analytical PPV is more acute in HCS (due to VUS 
reporting) and NIPS (for statistical reasons). These test types warrant stricter disease-inclusion 
criteria or statistical tuning, respectively. Importantly, all three screening tests achieve high 
analytical PPV, suitable for clinical use.

INTRODUCTION
 ● Current carrier screening recommendations are based on 
ethnicity, partly due to perceived lack of positive predictive 
value (PPV) in average- and low-risk populations. The intuition 
behind this is that even a small but fixed frequency of 
analytical errors (e.g., incorrect genotype calls due to intrinsic 
sequencer error) erodes analytical PPV if the ethnicity-specific 
carrier rate is low and the test covers large genomic regions.

 ● Here we investigate how sequencing errors impact analytical 
PPV for a 176-condition expanded carrier screen (ECS).

 ● We report ECS findings in the context of analytical PPVs for 
hereditary cancer screening (HCS) and non-invasive prenatal 
screening (NIPS). These screens differ in meaningful  ways:

 – ECS does not report variants of unknown significance (VUS), 
while HCS often does.

 – Though often clinically benign and not recommended to 
be used in clinical decision-making, VUSs arising from 
sequencing errors would be considered false positives if 
reported in HCS.

 – Adding genes to HCS likely would decrease analytical PPV, 
through the added VUSs. ECS would not suffer from the 
same analytical PPV loss.

 – Although NIPS uses sequencing, its analytical sensitivity and 
specificity are determined primarily by statistical thresholds 
employed for fetal-aneuploidy detection. Adding more 
conditions (e.g., rare autosomal aneuploidies) thus requires 
changing statistical test thresholds to maintain analytical 
PPV. This is not encountered in ECS or HCS.

Figure 1. Comparison of the 
modeled positive predictive 
values of ECS, HCS, and 
NIPS

Modeled PPV reductions result 
from potential sequencing errors 
causing pathogenic variants (ECS), 
sequencing errors causing VUSs 
or pathogenic variants (HCS), 
or statistical uncertainty in the 
underlying models (NIPS).

PPV values modeled here do not 
reflect actual values for any product 
offering; instead, they reflect 
expected trends.
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